ABSTRACT

Reverse current occurs when current travels from output to input (rather than from input to output), as Figure 1 shows. This application note outlines where reverse current comes from, why it can be harmful to a system, and how to modify a design to provide protection from reverse current in a system.

Figure 1. Reverse Current
1 Sources of Reverse Current

Reverse current is when there is a higher voltage at the output of a system than at the input, causing current to flow backwards through the system. There are two common sources of reverse voltage: (1) when power is disconnected from a system and (2) when the body diode of a FET becomes forward-biased. One source is when system input power is disconnected, a higher voltage can be left at the output, which temporarily produces reverse current.

Reverse voltage should not be confused with negative voltage (also known as reverse polarity). Negative voltage occurs in situations where the positive and negative terminals of a power supply are switched. In this case, what should be connected to ground actually has a voltage from the positive input to the system. This causes a different current phenomenon through the part than reverse voltage.

2 Why Avoid Reverse Current?

Reverse current can damage internal circuitry and power supplies. Depending on the path from output to input, reverse current spikes can also damage cables and connectors. If a FET is present in a design, reverse current can travel backwards through its body diode if it becomes forward-biased due to the FET output voltage being greater than the input voltage (as shown in Figure 1). This causes a linear rise in power dissipation across the body diode expressed by $P_D = I_{REV}V_{DROP}$:

$$P_D = I_{REV}V_{DROP}$$

where

- $P_D$ is power dissipated across the body diode
- $I_{REV}$ is reverse current through the device
- $V_{DROP}$ is the voltage drop across the body diode

If the heat generated by this power dissipation through the device exceeds the thermal rating of the device, then combustion can occur, as seen in Figure 2. Therefore, device protection necessitates that reverse current flow, or reverse voltage, must be limited.

There are three common ways to protect from reverse current: diodes, FETs, and load switches.

3 Methods for Reducing Reverse Current

3.1 Diodes

Diodes are great for high-voltage, low-current applications. However, diodes cause a forward-voltage drop which increases total power dissipation in the system and limits $V_{CC}$ by 0.6 V to 0.8 V. This can cause decreased efficiency in the system and a shortened battery life. A popular alternative is the use of a Schottky diode; they have lower forward-voltage drops, but they are more expensive and have higher reverse current leakage which could cause problems for the system.

Figure 3 illustrates reverse current blocking with a diode.
3.2 **Dual FET / Back-to-Back**

Using back-to-back FETs is a powerful option, since it offers current blocking in both directions when the FETs are turned off. In comparison to the diode solution, there is a lower voltage drop from the power supply to the load. However, this implementation takes up a larger amount of space on the board, requiring several components to build.

3.3 **Load Switches**

TI’s load switches are integrated electronic switches which are used to turn power rails on and off. Similar to the dual-FET configuration, load switches block current in both directions when turned off, offering the added advantages of reduced footprint and BOM count. Most basic load switches consist of four pins: input voltage, output voltage, enable, and ground. They include a multitude of features, including reverse current protection, quick output discharge, inrush current control, and programmable slew rate, in a small, integrated package.

4 **Examples of Reverse Current in a System**

In USB Type-C™ applications, the USB Type-C port can source 5 V, 12 V, and 20 V. The USB also uses the 5- and 12-V rails to power internal device components, but it is very sensitive to external voltage disturbances. If the USB port is sourcing 20 V, then protect both the 12- and 5-V internal rails from reverse current caused by the higher output voltage. This is illustrated in Figure 6.
Without reverse current protection, these voltage disturbances can cause damage to components further down the 5- or 12-V rails within the device.

Another application where reverse current can be generated is when a FET is used for power switching in a circuit that relies on an output capacitor to perform critical shutdown functions after an unexpected power loss. The input voltage drops and the capacitor uses its stored charge to safely shutdown the system load. If there is no reverse current protection, the charge stored in the output capacitor can be drained backwards through the switching device instead of being used for shutdown functions. Having reverse current protection prevents this.

5 Load Switch Application Examples

5.1 What if $V_{IN} = 0$ V? ($V_{IN}$ not Powered)

The TPS22963C is a load switch with reverse current blocking. This reverse current blocking feature is only activated when the load switch is turned off. In the following example, the TPS22963C has 5 V applied on the output and 0 V at the input to demonstrate reverse current protection while $V_{IN}$ is not powered.

Using the configuration shown in Figure 7, the results shown in Figure 8 can be observed.

---

Figure 6. USB Type-C Power Muxing

Figure 7. TPS22963C Load Switch
Cursors a and b are configured to measure how long it takes for the TPS22963C to level out the reverse current. In this case it takes 58 µs, as shown in the top right cursor measurement box. The oscilloscope is also configured to measure the peak reverse current which passes through the TPS22963C. This peak value is shown at the bottom of the screen shot and is 4.20 mA.

5.2 What if Power Muxing Accidentally Causes Reverse Voltage?

Power multiplexing, otherwise known as power muxing, is the practice of using a switching circuit to choose one of multiple power supplies for a system, with the ability to switch between them. Figure 9 shows this configuration.

If one of the power supply voltages is higher than the other, then reverse current can be generated even when the other power rail has an "open" switch. This occurs in the case where FETs are being used to switch the power supplies. The higher voltage seen at the output of the "open" FET causes reverse current to flow from the higher voltage power supply, through the FET body diode, and into the lower voltage power supply. Figure 10 shows an example where 5 V is applied to the system while the switch for the 3.3-V rail is "open."
Reverse Current Protection in Load Switches

As seen in Figure 10, with a simple FET solution for the switch, reverse current is able to flow through the FET body diode, even when the switch is "open."

However, if TPS22963C load switches are used to switch between the two power supplies, reverse current protection is provided. This is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Reverse Current Caused by Power Muxing

Figure 11. TPS22963C Reverse Current Blocking (5 V Closed, 3.3 V Open)

### 5.2.1 TPS22963C Reverse Voltage Waveforms

Using the voltages from the power muxing example in Figure 12, \( V_{IN} = 3.3 \text{ V} \) and \( V_{OUT} = 5 \text{ V} \), the TPS22963C takes 42 µs to level out the 89-mA reverse current spike induced by power muxing. This is shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 12. TPS22963C Power Muxing Conditions](image)

In Figure 14, the cursors were moved to measure the time it takes for the reverse current protection to activate. The TPS22963C only takes 30 µs to activate the reverse current blocking feature, and at peak, the reverse current reaches 89 mA.

![Figure 13. RCP TPS22963C Power Mux Leveling Time](image)
For the reverse current protection feature to be activated in the TPS22963C, the device must be disabled and the VOUT pin must receive a voltage greater than 1 V.

5.2.2 TPS22953 Reverse Voltage Waveforms

In comparison, the TPS22953 load switch has a VBIAS pin which biases the reverse current blocking. This can suppress the peak amount of reverse current even further than the TPS22963C. After VBIAS is powered according to the device specifications, the reverse current blocking feature is activated, meaning that there is no wait for VOUT to reach a threshold, as in the case of the TPS22963C.

Supplying 3.3 V to both VBIAS and VIN, then adding 5 V to VOUT, the TPS22953 activates its reverse current protection in 30 µs and levels out the reverse current in 46 µs. The activation time is shown in Figure 16, and the leveling time is shown in Figure 17. The reverse current peaks at 29 mA, 60 mA lower than the TPS22963C.
5.3 Reverse Current Protection While Enabled

While all of the load switches discussed so far only offer reverse current blocking when the switch is disabled, the TPS2291xx family of load switches offers reverse current protection even when the device is enabled. This is done by using an internal comparator to compare the voltages on VOUT and VIN. If VOUT is greater than VIN by the device reverse voltage threshold, then the switch is disabled within 10 µs. Reverse current blocking then becomes active, blocking any current flowing from VOUT to VIN. Figure 18 shows the characteristic response of the TPS2291xx load switch to reverse current, where $I_{RC}$ is the peak amount of reverse current and $V_{RCP}$ is the reverse voltage threshold.
As the reverse current through the device increases, the voltage drop from VOUT to VIN also increases by a factor of the on-resistance of the device. In order to calculate the amount of reverse current it takes to activate the load switch reverse current blocking feature, use Equation 2:

\[ I_{RC} = \frac{V_{RCP}}{r_{ON(VIN)}} \]  

(2)

Depending on the device and input voltage used, \( I_{RC} \) can vary between 524 mA and 900 mA. The following scope shot from the data sheet shows the reverse current protection feature of the TPS22910A when the device is enabled.

As the differential voltage between VOUT and VIN increases, the reverse current through the part also increases. Once the voltage difference reaches the fixed threshold, the reverse current protection is activated and the current drops to zero amps. Even though the ON pin is still high (device enabled), the TPS22910A is able to effectively mitigate the reverse current.
6 Conclusion

Applications such as power muxing or a loss of power to VIN can lead to a reverse voltage event that will induce reverse current. This can cause damage to both power supply and system. However, a TI load switch is both a size- and cost-effective solution helping to prevent damage from reverse current.

The TI load switch portfolio has a variety of devices with different specifications for reverse current protection, making them suitable for a wide variety of applications. These parts are found in the parametric search table at ti.com/loadswitches.
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